
 
 

Today’s Daf In Review is being sent l’zecher nishmas Habachur Yechezkel Shraga A”H ben R’ Avrohom 
Yehuda 
 

Yevamos Daf Pey Zayin 
 

MISHNA 

• If a Yisraelis marries a Kohen, she may eat terumah. If he dies and she is left with a child from 
him, she may continue to eat terumah. If she then marries a Levi, she may eat maaser, but may 
no longer eat terumah. If he then dies and she is left with a child from him, she may continue to 
eat maaser. If she then marries a Yisrael, she may no longer eat terumah or maaser. If he dies 
and she is left with a child from him, she may still not eat terumah or maaser. If the child of the 
Yisrael dies, she may begin eating maaser (on account of her child from the Levi). If her child 
from the Levi then dies, she may again eat terumah. If the child of the Kohen then dies, she may 
no longer eat terumah or maaser.  

• If a Kohenes marries a Yisrael, she may no longer eat terumah. If he dies and she is left with a 
child from him, she may still not eat terumah. If she then marries a Levi, she may eat maaser. If 
he dies and she is left with a child from him, she may continue to eat maaser. If she then marries 
a Kohen, she may once again eat terumah. If he dies and she is left with a child from him, she 
may continue to eat terumah. If her child from the Kohen dies, she may no longer eat terumah, 
but may eat maaser. If her child from the Levi dies, she may no longer eat terumah or maaser. If 
her child from the Yisrael then dies, she may go back to her father’s house and eat terumah 
there. This last case is what is referred to in the pasuk that says “v’shava ehl beis aviha kinureha 
milechem aviha tocheil”. 

 
GEMARA 

• Q: The Mishna in the first case said, when the child from the Levi dies, she may then eat 
terumah on account of her child from the Kohen. How do we know this to be the case? A: R’ 
Abba in the name of Rav said, it is the conjunctive “vuv” in the word “ubas” that teaches this to 
us. 

o Q: This would seem to only follow R’ Akiva, who darshens extra “vuvs”!? A: It can even 
follow the Rabanan, because the entire word “ubas” is extra and therefore available for 
a drasha.  

• A Braisa says, when a Kohenes returns to her father’s house (after having terminated a marriage 
with no children), she may eat terumah, but may not eat chaza v’shok. 

o R’ Chisda in the name of Ravina bar Shila said, we learn this from the pasuk of “hee 
b’trumas hakadashim lo socheil” – once a Kohenes gets married, she may no longer eat 
from what is separated from the kodashim – i.e. the chaza v’shok. R’ Nachman in the 
name of Rabbah bar Avuha said, we learn it from the pasuk that allows the girl to eat 
“milechem” – from the bread, but not all of it. This excludes her from eating the chaza 
v’shok.  

▪ Q: Rami bar Chama asked, maybe we should say that this only excludes the 
father from the ability to annul her nedarim? A: Rava said, we already know this 
Halacha from a Braisa taught by the Tanna Divei R’ Yishmael. 

o R’ Safra said we learn it from the pasuk that allows her to eat “milechem” – this teaches 
that she may only eat from his bread, but not his meat (i.e. the chaza v’shok). R’ Pappa 
said, it is from the pasuk of “milechem aviha” – she may only eat things owned by her 
father, and chaza v’shok are considered to be owned by Hashem and given to the Kohen 
to eat. Rava said, we learn it from the pasuk of chaza v’shok that it is allowed to be 
eaten by the daughters “itach” – only when they are with you (before they are married). 

o R’ Ada bar Ahava said, a Braisa says, although a Kohenes returning to her father’s house 
only returns to eat terumah and not chaza v’shok, a Yisraelis who was married to a 



Kohen, and the marriage has since been terminated, but she has a child from this 
marriage, she may even continue to eat the chaza v’shok. 

▪ Q: R’ Mordechai asked, we only learn that a Yisraelis with a child from a Kohen 
may eat terumah from the case of a Kohenes. If so, how can she be better than 
a Kohenes and even be allowed to eat chaza v’shok? A: R’ Ashi said, regarding a 
Kohenes we have learned that there are specific exclusions that prevent her 
from eating the chaza v’shok. Regarding the Yisraelis there are no exclusions, 
and she may therefore eat the chaza v’shok.  

BAS KOHEN SHENISEIS L’YISRAEL… 

• A Braisa says, “v’shava ehl beis aviha” teaches that a Kohenes who is a shomeres yavam to a 
Yisrael may not go back and eat terumah, “kinureha” teaches that if she is pregnant she may not 
return to her father’s house to eat terumah. The Braisa asks, we seem to have a kal v’chomer: if 
regarding yibum, where a woman who has a child from a previous marriage does not become 
patur from yibum of a later marriage based on the child of a previous marriage, and still a 
pregnant woman is given the status of a woman with a child, then in the case of terumah, where 
a child of a previous marriage does prevent a Kohenes from returning to her father’s house even 
if she was widowed of a second marriage without children (since she has children from the 
previous marriage), then it should be obvious that a pregnant woman will be given the status of 
a woman with a child!? The Braisa says, the cases are different because by yibum even if a child 
later dies, she remains patur from yibum. For terumah, if the child dies, she may then still return 
to her father’s house. That is why we need the pasuk and can’t learn this from the kal v’chomer.  

o The Torah has to tell us that a Kohenes with children from a non-Kohen may not eat 
terumah and that a Kohenes pregnant from a non-Kohen may not eat terumah. If we 
were only taught the Halacha of when she has children, we would say that she has 
become two beings and may therefore not eat terumah, but when she is only pregnant, 
and still one being, maybe should could eat terumah. If we would only say that she can’t 
eat when she is pregnant, we would say it is because her body is now “full”, and not 
“empty” like when she left her father’s house. However, maybe when she has children 
but is not pregnant, since her body is “empty” she may return to eat terumah. This is 
why the Torah had to teach regarding both cases.  

• R’ Yehuda from Askarta said to Rava, we should say that if the child who made a woman patur 
from yibum later dies, she should then become chayuv in yibum. This can be learned based on a 
kal v’chomer from terumah (where a child of an earlier marriage prevents her from going back 
and eating terumah, and still if the child were to die she would be allowed to eat terumah, so 
then surely by yibum, where a child of a previous marriage does not make her patur from 
yibum, if the child dies she should now be chayuv in yibum). However, the Torah teaches us in 
the pasuk of “dirachecha darchei noam” that we would not make a woman who may already be 
married to another man, to now be subject to yibum or chalitza (it would disgust her current 
husband). 

o Q: Why don’t we use this kal v’chomer to say that if a child keeps his mother patur from 
yibum if the child dies, the child continues to keep his mother the Kohenes assur from 
terumah even after the child dies? A: The pasuk says that the Kohenes can eat terumah 
if “v’zera ein lah” – if she doesn’t have children. After the child’s death she no longer has 
children and can therefore eat terumah.  

o Q: Why don’t we use this kal v’chomer to say that if a child from a previous marriage can 
determine whether she eats terumah, a child from a previous marriage should also 
patur a woman from yibum in a later marriage!? A: The pasuk says that yibum is 
effected when the man has no children, and this second husband has no children. 

o Q: We should use this kal v’chomer to say that if the child of the earlier marriage does 
not prevent her from being subject to yibum, even though by yibum a child’s later death 
does not bring on the yibum obligation, then surely by terumah, where a child’s later 
death would allow her to go back and eat terumah, we should certainly say that the 
child of an earlier marriage should not prevent her from eating terumah when she has 
no children from the later marriage!? A: The pasuk says she may only go back and eat 
terumah when she has no children (“ein lah”), and she does have children here. 

 



HADRAN PEREK ALACH YEISH MUTAROS!!! 
 

PEREK HA’ISHA RABBAH -- PEREK ASIRI 
 
MISHNA 

• If a man traveled overseas and they (the Gemara will explain this to mean a single witness) came 
and told his wife that her husband has died, and based on that she went and married another 
man, and then the first husband arrives back alive, the Halacha is: she must leave both 
husbands, she needs a get from both men, she does not get a kesubah or produce or support or 
worn out garments from either man, if she took any of these from either of them she must 
return it, the child of either of them is a mamzer, if the men are Kohanim neither of them may 
become tamei to her if she dies, neither of the men are entitled to her finds or her earnings or 
can annul her vows. If the woman is a Yisraelis she becomes passul to a Kohen, if she is a Leviya 
she becomes passul to eat maaser, and if she is a Kohenes she becomes passul to eat terumah. 
The heirs of both of these men have no rights to her kesubah. If the men die childless, their 
brothers may only do chalitza and not yibum.  

• R’ Yose says she does collect a kesubah from the first husband. 

• R’ Elazar says the first husband is entitled to her finds, her earnings, and to annul her vows.  

• R’ Shimon says, the bi’ah or chalitza of a brother of the first husband makes the tzaros patur, 
and a child from the first husband would not be a mamzer. 

o If she married based on 2 witnesses, she would be allowed to return to the first 
husband.  

o If she remarries based on Beis Din (on a single witness), she must get divorced from 
both men and she is patur from bringing a korbon. If it was based on 2 witnesses, she 
must leave the second husband, and must bring a korbon. Beis Din is stronger in that it 
exempts her from bringing a korbon.  

o If Beis Din said she may remarry and she then went and was mezaneh with a man (and 
her husband returned alive), she would be chayuv a korbon, because Beis Din only 
allowed her to marry, not to be mezaneh.  

 
GEMARA 

• From the fact that the second part of the Mishna discusses where she got married “without the 
permission of Beis Din”, but rather based on 2 witnesses, it must be that the beginning of the 
Mishna is discussing where there was only one witness. We see that a single witness is believed 
to allow her to remarry. We see this concept from two other Mishnayos (one dealing with 
allowing a woman to remarry and one dealing with a witness being believed to require someone 
to bring a chatas for eating cheilev) as well. 

o Q: Where do we find in the Torah that a single witness is believed for issurim? A: A 
Braisa says, the pasuk says “oh hoda eilav chataso” (if his sin becomes known to him), 
which suggests that he is only chayuv a chatas if he is aware of his aveirah on his own, 
and not when others make him aware. However, the words “oh hoda eilav” also teach 
that even if it is made known to him by others, he will be chayuv if he does not dispute 
what they say. Now, it would be obvious that he must bring a chatas if 2 witnesses were 
undisputed. The pasuk must be referring to where there was only one witness, and we 
see that if he is undisputed he is believed. 

▪ Q: Maybe one witness is not believed, and the only reason he is believed here is 
because the person remained quiet, and in that way is considered to have 
corroborated the testimony!? This idea can be proven from a Mishna as well. If 
so, how do we know that a single witness is believed? 

 


